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Abstract: We report astonishingly high transmission enhancement factors 
through a subwavelength aperture at microwave frequencies by placing 
connected split ring resonators in the vicinity of the aperture. We carried out 
numerical simulations that are consistent with our experimental 
conclusions. We experimentally show higher than 70,000-fold extraordinary 
transmission through a deep subwavelength aperture with an electrical size 
of λ/31×λ/12 (width × length), in terms of the operational wavelength. We 
discuss the physical origins of the phenomenon. Our numerical results 
predict that even more improvements of the enhancement factors are 
attainable. Theoretically, the approach opens up the possibility for 
achieving very large enhancement factors by overcoming the physical 
limitations and thereby minimizes the dependence on the aperture 
geometries. 
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1. Introduction 
Only a small portion of an incident beam is allowed to pass through a tiny hole in an opaque 
screen. This phenomenon was electromagnetically explained in the last century by Bethe [1]. 
He showed that the transmission efficiency of such a hole would be proportional to (r/λ)4. 
Here, r represented the radius of the hole and λ corresponded to the operational wavelength of 
the electromagnetic signal. His theories were based on an idealized two dimensional 
diffraction model of an infinitesimally thin screen. In accordance with Bethe’s predictions, 
electromagnetic wave transmission through subwavelength holes remained a challenging 
topic until the first proposals of Ebbesen et al. [2]. Extraordinary transmission phenomenon 
through an array of subwavelength holes milled in an opaque metal screen was first 
demonstrated with the aid of the surface plasmons. Several orders of magnitude more 
transmission than Bethe’s calculations was observed owing to the resonant interactions of the 
incident photons with the surface plasmon polaritons of the metal surface. This study has 
gained an increasing attention and has encouraged the researchers to seek brand new 
transmission enhancement results through subwavelength apertures. Extraordinary 
transmission phenomenon through subwavelength hole arrays have been theoretically 
examined [3–9] and experimentally investigated [10–16]. It has been realized that the 
dimensions and periodicity of the holes in an array have a huge influence on the transmission 
spectrum. Surface plasmons compensate for the poor transmission figures through each hole. 
Every hole acts like a point source and the phenomenon can be described as a reconstruction 
of the incident beam at the exit side by means of a classical interference mechanism. On the 
other hand, a single aperture could be thought of as the simplest optical component. 
Therefore, the single aperture case was also considered in a similar treatment. Wave 
propagation through these single slits was analyzed [17–20]. Corrugations were added around 
the aperture in order to provide the necessary momentum and energy matching conditions. As 
a result, the transmission efficiency of the single aperture was significantly increased [21, 22]. 
The incoming wave was coupled to these periodic grooves that were located around the 
aperture and a narrow beam at the output side could be generated [23–27]. Moreover, such a 
simple device illustrates broad technological implications. The ability to concentrate the 
photons at a tiny aperture opens up technological possibilities and application fields. These 
application fields demand optical signals beyond the diffraction limit. Super-resolution is 
intended to be achieved by the use of subwavelength holes [28]. The aperture configurations 
were adapted to extract more light out of the system [29, 30]. Surface plasmon assisted 
lithography techniques that exploit the transmission enhancement methods were employed to 
attain smaller feature sizes [31, 32]. Further application fields include biophysics, chemical 
sensing, and molecular fluorescence [33–35]. Subwavelength apertures have been utilized in 
many ways and have proven to be promising candidates for scientific innovations. 
Surface plasmons are not thought to exist in the microwave region. Nevertheless, 
subwavelength holes create spoof plasmons at microwave frequencies, and these spoof 
plasmons play the same role as their counterparts do in the optical domain [36, 37]. Plasmon-
like waves govern the main physics, even though the metals are perfect conductors at these 
wavelengths. Additionally, metamaterials with their subwavelength features already have a 
well-established background in the microwave regime [38]. Hence, Alu et al. suggested 
covering the aperture with a metamaterial slab that would lead to improved transmission 
figures by minimizing the diffraction losses [39]. Independently, Marques et al. developed 
theories that discussed the analytical models of split ring resonators (SRRs) that were 
incorporated with an aperture [40]. Recently, Aydin et al. experimentally showed a 740-fold 
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transmission enhancement by guiding the incoming wave into the subwavelength aperture 
with the help of the metamaterials [41]. A SRR was used in order to effectively couple the 
electromagnetic waves to the output side. Aydin et al. worked with an aperture whose radius 
was 20 times smaller than the operational wavelength. Subsequently, Cakmak et al. discussed 
the physical origins of such an enhancement by considering a SRR that was excited by the 
electric field component of the incident beam at the SRR’s resonance frequency [42]. Various 
other types of metamaterials were also combined with subwavelength apertures in later 
studies that yielded extraordinary transmission [43, 44]. However, in the present paper we 
present an approach that offers astonishingly higher transmission results while working with a 
super tiny aperture. We report these drastically improved transmission figures through a deep 
subwavelength aperture with an electrical effective area that is significantly smaller than the 
operational wavelength. Instead of employing electrically large covers or corrugations around 
the aperture [21–35, 39] to facilitate the input signal coupling, our approach makes use of the 
magnetic resonance of the connected SRRs (CSRRs) that are integrated with an electrically 
miniaturized hole at microwave frequencies. In the following sections of the present paper, we 
aim to address both the theoretical and experimental analysis of the transmission enhancement 
mechanism that is maintained by the aid of two types of CSRR configurations. We conclude 
by discussing the novelties that the CSRRs exhibit compared to the earlier studies that were 
also realized with the adjustment of single negative metamaterials around the subwavelength 
apertures. 
2. CSRR designs and experimental setup 
The respective design parameters of the CSRRs (Sample A&B) are depicted in Fig. 1(a). We 
have demonstrated the extraordinary transmission by using these samples. These distinct SRR 
samples are deposited on a dielectric printed circuit board (PCB). The PCBs are used in the 
experiments as a substrate layer with a thickness of 1.6mm. The deposited copper thickness is 
30µm. The split width, g, is the same for the inner and outer rings in all configurations and is 
equal to 0.5mm. The same is true for the copper width, w, and its value is again 0.5mm for 
each case. The separation distance between the SRRs, l, is identical for both samples and is 
5.5mm. 
We simulated the transmission characteristics of these configurations in order to determine 
the magnetic resonance frequencies. These simulations were carried out in CST Microwave 
Studio. The same structures were realized in the simulation environment and the transmission 
results were collected as it is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Periodic boundary conditions were 
adopted in the simulations. The structures were illuminated with an incident wave whose 
magnetic field component was perpendicular to the SRR plane, while the electric field 
component was along the SRRs’ splits. 
The respective magnetic resonance frequencies of the configurations are shown in Table 1. 
The resonance frequencies shift to relatively higher values for the combined systems. SRRs 
can be modeled with inductors and capacitors [40]. The two resonators having the same 
characteristics are merged. In the end, the resonance frequency is slightly altered due to the 
non-ideal contributions coming from the uncompensated inductors and capacitors of the 
overall system. Moreover, the resonance strength of the combined system is considerably 
reduced. It is reasonable to expect a drop in the resonance strength of the CSRRs since the 
split gaps are shorted as we join two SRRs together. We force the SRRs to work in phase with 
each other. The CSRRs may not be an intelligent choice as single negative metamaterials at 
these frequencies, but they are going to serve as a key element for our purposes during the 
transmission enhancement phenomenon. The details are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Table 1. List of the magnetic resonance frequencies 
Configuration fres 
Sample A 3.61 GHz 
SRRA 3.53 GHz 
Sample B 4.34 GHz 
SRRB 4.26 GHz 
 
Fig. 1. (a) CSRR configurations and the labeled dimensions (a=5.5mm, b=3.5mm, 
g=w=0.5mm, l=5.5mm, Rin=1.75mm, Rout=3mm), (b) Simulated transmission spectra for 
Sample A (solid blue line), SRR A (dashed blue line), Sample B (solid red line), SRR B 
(dashed red line), and (c) Sample A incorporated with the deep subwavelength aperture. The 
front and side views are given together. 
Figure 1(c) illustrates how we incorporate the samples with the aperture. We drilled an 
opening on a large metal plate of 1m×1m. The dimensions of the metal plate were 
intentionally picked to be large in order to minimize the diffraction effects at the edges. The 
thickness of the metal plate is 0.5mm. The opening on our metal screen constituted the 
subwavelength aperture. The area of the subwavelength aperture is 3×7.5mm2 (width × 
height). The CSRRs are inserted inside the aperture. We tried to manually align the samples to 
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the midpoint of the aperture while leaving equal portions on both half planes. Transmission 
measurements were performed with conventional horn antennas operating around the 
frequency band of our interest. The antennas were located 8cm away from each other and the 
metal plate was positioned in between these antennas. The antennas were connected to the 
HP8510C Network Analyzer. The polarizations of the antennas were properly chosen to 
excite the magnetic resonance of the CSRR structure. 
3. Results 
3.1 Transmission results of the aperture 
 
Fig. 2. Measured transmission results (solid black line), smoothed measurement results (dashed 
red line), simulated transmission results (solid blue line). 
The transmission characteristics of the electrically large copper plate with the specified 
aperture were investigated. The numerical analyses are performed by modeling the horn 
antennas in CST Microwave Studio. The plate is inserted in between the antennas. The 
antennas are numerically characterized with their S parameters and radiation patterns. The 
modeled antennas have been validated to work in our frequency range with proper gain values 
and low losses. Then, the frequency response of the transmission through the aperture is 
collected both experimentally and numerically. S21, which is defined as the ratio between the 
transmitted and the incident microwave signals in electrical engineering, is used as a measure 
of transmission in our examinations. Open boundary conditions were employed throughout 
the simulations in all directions. We tried to model the experimental setup in the simulation 
domain by staying loyal to the dimensions as much as possible. The simulated horn antennas 
were excited with waveguide ports. A dielectric constant ε=4 with a loss tangent of δ=0.014 
was chosen to represent the dielectric media in our experiments. The copper had an electrical 
conductance of σcu=5.8×107 S/m. 
The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 2 (solid blue line). The transmission results are 
smaller than the actual signal to noise ratio of our Network Analyzer at certain frequencies. 
Such values would not be detectable in the experiments. Besides, simulations always offer 
better isolation and poor transmission figures. The diffractions at the edges of the metal plate 
are avoided in the simulations by placing perfect absorbers at the boundaries. Then, the 
transmission tends to increase as the frequency values get higher. However, the experiment 
results are not straightforward to process (solid black line). Sudden peaks and drops are 
caused by the higher order diffractions and reflections. The large plate is a perfect conductor 
at these frequencies and it deteriorates the measurement results by giving rise to the undesired 
scattered fields. It is rather difficult to simultaneously cancel those influences experimentally. 
Nonetheless, the transmission results of the aperture are going to be our references while 
acquiring the transmission enhancement results. We might end up with spurious enhancement 
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results (likely to be caused by the valleys) if we are not extra careful. In order to circumvent 
that possibility, we smoothed the measurement results to a reasonable level. The smoothed 
plot is also presented in Fig. 2 (dashed red line). 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Simulated transmission results in the presence of diffractions (solid black line), and 
without diffractions (solid red line) when the transmitter antenna is 0.5mm away from the 
plate. (b) Simulated field maps on y-z plane when the transmitter antenna is 0.5mm away from 
the metal screen within a frequency range of 3.3-5 GHz (Media 1). (c) Simulated field maps on 
y-z plane for the modeled antennas within a frequency range of 3.5-5 GHz (Media 2). (d) 
Simulated field maps on y-z plane when the transmitter antenna is 5mm away from the metal 
screen within a frequency range of 3.3-5 GHz (Media 3). 
We suspect that the transmission contributions of the diffraction mechanisms play an 
important role especially after 4 GHz. Diffractions are attributed to be the main difference in 
the absolute transmission values between the simulations and experiments. However, a further 
theoretical analysis is needed to clearly demonstrate their significance. The diffractions at the 
edges of the metal plate are taken into account while calculating the transmission coefficients 
in Fig. 3(a). The diffractions gave rise to almost 25 dB transmission improvement at higher 
frequencies and sudden drops start to appear in the transmission spectrum. Figure 3(b) 
illustrates the diffraction effects at the edges at 4.5 GHz. The transmitter antenna is placed 
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0.5mm away from the metal plate on the left hand side. The receiver antenna is aligned with 
the aperture and the transmitter antenna. It lies on the right hand side of Fig. 3(b). In this case, 
the diffracted fields act like a point source and an interference pattern is formed for different 
frequencies. This interference pattern explains the sudden peaks and drops in Fig. 2. The 
transmission through the subwavelength aperture is relatively weak in comparison to these 
diffraction effects. Still, in spite of the contributions coming from the diffractions, 
transmission results are lower than the experimental values. It is noteworthy fact that the 
fields can reach the edges even though the transmitter antenna is placed only 0.5mm apart 
from the subwavelength aperture. This can be best understood when we examine the mode 
profile at the exit of the waveguide portion of the horn antenna (see Fig. 3(c)). The fields 
rapidly extend in ±y directions. Then the separation distance between the transmitter antenna 
and the metal plate becomes the key parameter. The fields are plotted once again when we 
position the transmitter antenna 5mm away from the aperture (see Fig. 3(d)). The fields are 
depicted on the same scale. The diffraction clearly manifests itself and stronger interference 
patterns are observed at the receiver side. Subsequently, the discrepancies between the 
numerically attainable and experimentally collected single aperture transmission results are 
clarified. The transmission results for the single aperture turn out to be very sensitive to the 
variations in the separation distance between the plate and the transmitting horn antenna. We 
attempted to keep that distance as small as possible. However, it produces significant 
difficulties due to the mechanical limitations (e.g. the finite radius of curvature of the large 
and thin metal plate and the difficulty of the perfect manual alignment of the horn antenna 
with respect to the aperture). 
3.2 Enhanced transmission results 
The measured transmitted intensity results are portrayed in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(d) in linear 
scale. The peaks are the evidence of the transmission enhancement in the presence of the 
samples. Single aperture transmission results were multiplied with 10 to be able to visualize 
both results on the same graph. Likewise, Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(e) depict the simulation results. 
The simulation results agree well with the experimental results. The enhancement peaks are 
spotted at similar frequencies. Finally, the measured enhancement figures are plotted in Fig. 
4(c) and (f). The enhancement results are calculated by dividing the transmission values 
obtained from the apertures with the samples to the only aperture case for every frequency 
that in turn gives an estimate of the power gain of the overall system. The transmission 
enhancement took place at the respective frequencies that are listed in Table 2. At these 
frequencies, the subwavelength aperture is λ/31×λ/12 (width × height) for Sample A, and 
λ/25×λ/10 (width × height) for Sample B. We experimentally observed a more than 70,000 
times power transmission enhancement for Sample A, whereas a higher than 5,300-fold 
power transmission improvement was achieved with Sample B. These values are much higher 
than the earlier reported results [41, 42]. Sample A generated an order of magnitude higher 
enhanced transmission figure. The main reason for this is that Sample A is designed to 
operate at lower frequencies, where the single aperture transmission is considerably lower 
(see Fig. 2). 
Table 2. Transmission Enhancement 
Configuration fenh Subwavelength 
Aperture in terms of 
λenh (width × height) 
Power Transmission 
Enhancement Figure 
Sample A 3.23 GHz λ/31×λ/12 70,860 
Sample B 4.03 GHz λ/25×λ/10 5,350 
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured, (b) simulated transmitted intensity results for Sample A (solid red lines) 
and the aperture (solid blue lines). (c) Experimentally validated enhancement factor for Sample 
A. (d) Measured, (e) simulated transmitted intensity results for Sample B (solid red lines) and 
the aperture (solid blue lines). (f) Experimentally validated enhancement factor for Sample B. 
 
Fig. 5. Simulated field maps on x-z plane for (a) the single aperture case, (b) Sample A 
incorporated subwavelength aperture case at the numerically calculated enhancement 
frequency (3.3 GHz). The transmitter antenna is in the lower half plane and it is located 0.5mm 
away from the metal plate. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the transmission enhancement phenomenon by making use of the 
field maps. The field maps are plotted on the same scale in order to exhibit the power 
coupling efficiency from the input side to the output side in the presence of the CSRRs. The 
simulated electric fields have no significant component that penetrated to the output side 
through the subwavelength hole for the single aperture case. Counter intuitively, the field 
magnitudes are drastically enhanced when we situate Sample A, another substance into the 
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electrically small aperture. The next section of the present study is devoted to the detailed 
physical discussions of this surprising phenomenon. Nevertheless, we can immediately state 
that CSRRs improve the transmission enhancement by thoroughly guiding the incident waves 
to the output side. Furthermore, the guided beams are focused to a certain point at the output 
side, which facilitates subwavelength focusing at the same time (see Fig. 5(b)). 
It should also be noted that even higher enhancement factors are achievable numerically. 
Numerical analyses point out to a power transmission improvement of 800,000 and 225,000 
for Sample A and Sample B respectively owing to the lower single aperture transmission 
figures. Consequently, several orders of higher transmission enhancement figures are 
theoretically available. 
 
Fig. 6. (a) Simulated transmitted intensity figures for different transmitter antenna metal plate 
separations with Sample B (Metal plate-transmitter distance: 0.5mm solid red line, metal plate-
transmitter distance: 5mm solid black line). Simulated field maps on y-z plane in the presence 
of Sample B when transmitter antenna to the metal plate separation is (b) 0.5mm and (c) 5mm. 
The minor discrepancies in between the calculated and measured enhancement 
frequencies are associated with the small variations in the manufacturing processes, the crude 
modeling and insufficient meshing of the materials in the simulation domain as well as the 
possible slight misalignments in the experiments. Yet, the main differences in the absolute 
transmission values are again attributed to the diffraction effects as it is pointed out in Fig. 6. 
A significant portion of the incident beam is not properly coupled to the aperture but lost to 
the diffractions and scatterings instead. Hence, the absolute transmission value of the CSRR 
loaded aperture is also very sensitive to the separation distance especially after 4 GHz, where 
the diffractions within the system are more pronounced. The mechanical limitations compel 
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us to work with very precise positioners for the repeatability of the absolute transmission 
values that remain above 4 GHz throughout the experiments. 
4. Understanding the transmission enhancement phenomenon 
4.1 Simulation method 
In the previous section, the horn antennas were modeled in order to investigate the 
transmission enhancement performances of the proposed samples realistically. A rather large 
real life electromagnetic problem was realized in the computational domain. Thus, we had the 
opportunity to compare the absolute transmission and transmission enhancement values 
within the operational frequency range of the horn antennas (3-5.5 GHz). Nonetheless, we 
need a broadband excitation source that can allow us to explore the deep subwavelength 
regime that covers frequencies even lower than 3 GHz. Therefore, we excite our structures 
with a plane wave in this section, which is dedicated to the understanding of the transmission 
enhancement phenomenon. The plane wave excitation enabled us to make a fair quantitative 
comparison between the enhancement figures appearing at distinct frequencies since the 
results are independent of the frequency response of the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
The electric field values are recorded by utilizing probes that were located 12.5cm away from 
the aperture. The boundary termination conditions were selected in such a way that the 
diffractions from the plate edges are totally obstructed. 
 
Fig. 7. Plane wave transmission results in dB scale collected with E-field probes for Sample A 
(solid red line), Sample B (solid black line), Aperture1 (solid blue line) and Aperture2 (solid 
green line). Bethe’s transmission efficiency predictions for Aperture1 and Aperture2 (dashed 
orange lines). 
Figure 7 shows the transmitted electric field values in dBV/m scale. Samples yielded a 
transmitted electric field improvement at around the expected frequencies. We worked with 
two different apertures. Aperture1 is 3×7.5mm2 and Aperture2 is 1×2.5mm2. On the other 
hand, Bethe’s well-known transmission prediction for an annular hole on a two dimensional 
infinitely extending screen [1] is plotted in the same graph (dashed orange lines). It is 
apparent that Bethe’s prediction provides a reliable insight. Bethe’s predictions are adapted 
and fitted for the two apertures. The ratio of the fitting constants, r1/r2 is (100)1/3 ≈4.64. 
4.2 The role of magnetic resonance 
The main reason for the transmission enhancement is the magnetic response of the SRRs. The 
incident fields are trapped inside the magnetic loop of the SRRs. The incoming waves are 
properly coupled to the aperture and guided to the output side. The transmission enhancement 
frequencies (see Table 2) are close to the calculated magnetic resonance frequencies of the 
samples (see Table 1), even though a periodic arrangement was simulated while identifying 
the transmission spectrum of the CSRRs. We tested the role of magnetic resonance in a 
canonical way by shorting the loops. We expect the transmission enhancement to disappear 
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when we short the loops. Figure 8 shows the simulated transmission and field enhancement 
results after we shorted the rings. Shorting the outer rings destroyed the magnetic resonance at 
around 4.2 GHz (solid blue line) and prevented the transmission enhancement for Sample B. 
Conversely, only the enhancement frequency is modified when the inner rings are shorted 
(solid black line). The magnetic response of the SRRs is not totally lost by solely shorting the 
inner rings. The outer rings still dominate the magnetic response within this frequency range. 
Hence, we can clearly state that the magnetic resonance is the responsible element for the 
transmission enhancement. 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Simulated field enhancement results with respect to the single aperture for Sample B 
incorporated aperture (solid red line), Sample B with inner rings shorted (solid black line), and 
Sample B with outer rings shorted (solid blue line). (b) Simulated transmitted electric fields at 
the exit side for Sample B (solid red line), Sample B with inner rings shorted (solid black line), 
and Sample B with outer rings shorted (solid blue line). 
4.2 The role of the aperture size and aperture independent transmission enhancement 
Ref. 42 discusses the frequency blue shifts of the enhancement frequency with respect to the 
original magnetic resonance frequency. According to ref. 42, we have to treat the resonator 
together with the aperture as a combined system. Although the resonator establishes the 
grounds for a transmission enhancement, the two frequencies, namely the transmission 
enhancement frequency and the magnetic resonance frequencies of the samples do not match 
exactly. They are rather slightly separated. The slight mismatch between the magnetic 
resonance frequency values of the CSRRs (see Table 1) and the transmission enhancement 
frequencies of the respective CSRRs (see Table 2) are attributed to this effect. As the aperture 
shrinks, the enhancement frequency tends to move to higher frequencies. 
The resonator sizes were always comparable to the subwavelength aperture size in 
previous studies [41–44]. Since the electromagnetic fields were highly localized around the 
aperture, the transmission enhancement frequencies were not highly robust against the 
changes in the geometrical parameters of the aperture. However, in the present study, we have 
a higher degree of freedom while designing the resonator structure. We do not have a strict 
restriction on the size of the resonator. Figure 9(b) shows the simulated transmission spectra 
for Aperture1 and Aperture2. The outer loop ring of the SRR has a width of 12.5mm, whereas 
the width of the inner rings is 10.5mm. Under these conditions, the selected resonator is 
significantly larger than the aperture. Nevertheless, the CSRRs still allow the incoming waves 
to interact with the aperture. Figure 9(b) demonstrates that the same amount of transmission is 
attained numerically regardless of the aperture size. Additionally, the amount of the 
transmitted fields through the aperture at these deep subwavelength frequencies is comparable 
to the previously obtained results for Sample B (see Fig. 8(b)). Consequently, tremendous 
field enhancement figures have been observed for an ultra-tiny aperture (in terms of its 
electrical size) in Fig. 9(a). This opens up the possibility for even more ambitious 
transmission enhancement results to be at least theoretically envisaged at these deep 
subwavelength frequencies. Furthermore, the transmission enhancement frequency has not 
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changed, owing to the aperture independent nature of the proposed transmission enhancement 
mechanism. 
 
Fig. 9. (a) Simulated field enhancement results with respect to the single aperture for the CSRR 
with given dimensions. The same CSRR is incorporated with Aperture1 (solid red line), which 
is 3×7.5mm2 and with Aperture2 (solid black line), which is 1×2.5mm2. (b) Simulated 
transmitted electric fields at the exit side for Aperture1 (solid red line) and Aperture2 (solid 
black line). 
4.3 The role of the connecting bars 
The aperture independent transmission mechanism suggests clues for the role of the 
connecting bars. In the earlier studies [41–44], resonators were attached to one side of the 
metal plate. This case was investigated numerically, and the transmission characteristics are 
plotted in Fig. 10 (solid blue line). We omitted the SRR at the exit side of the aperture. Single 
SRR produced a relatively moderate transmission in accordance with the earlier reported 
results. Additionally, the transmission results without the connecting bars were checked in 
order to distinguish their role in the enhancement phenomenon. SRRs without the connecting 
bar provide better coupling compared to the single SRR case. However, Sample A still yields 
superior transmission, in turn resulting in amazingly higher enhancement figures. Moreover, 
the presence of the connecting bars once again manifests itself when we examine the shifts in 
the enhancement frequencies. Connecting bars brought aperture independency to the system, 
while keeping the enhancement resonance frequency close to the resonance frequency of the 
SRRs. 
Several of these topics were addressed in Fig. 11. The magnetic response of the SRRs 
causes excess amounts of looping induced surface currents (see Fig. 11(a)). Only at the 
resonance frequency, the SRRs start working in phase by sharing equal portions of the 
induced surface currents. The incoming fields are trapped around the aperture due to this 
magnetic resonance, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Originally, the fields are concentrated and 
enhanced in the vicinity of the split width of the SRR that is located at the input side, as 
previously discussed in ref. 41. Once the fields are localized with the assistance of the SRR, 
the connected bars couple the waves by safely guiding them through the aperture. The second 
SRR at the output side is strongly excited (Fig. 11(d)) compared to the case without the 
connecting bars (Fig. 11(c)). Single SRR might be a better resonator. It might store stronger 
electrical fields, yet it lacks the ability to properly excite the second SRR. In our scheme, 
SRRs are not isolated any longer. The fields remain inside the loops. Individual SRRs stop 
working separately and the overall system acts like an antenna linking the input to the output. 
Trapped fields and induced surface currents are shared equally between the two resonators. 
Eventually, it provides an improved coupling mechanism between the input and output 
planes. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Simulated field enhancement results with respect to the single aperture for Sample 
A incorporated aperture (solid red line), Sample A without connecting bars (solid black line), 
and single SRR (solid blue line). (b) Simulated transmitted electric fields at the exit side for 
Sample A incorporated aperture (solid red line), Sample A without connecting bars (solid black 
line), and single SRR affixed to the input side of the aperture (solid blue line). 
 
Fig. 11. Animations based on numerical results at the enhancement frequency. (a) Induced 
surface currents on the CSRRs (Media 4). (b) Field localization around the aperture (aperture is 
in the middle of the plane) with the help of the CSRRs (Media 5). (c) Electric field localization 
around the aperture without the connecting bars (Media 6). (d) Electric field localization 
around the aperture with the connecting bars (Media 7). 
5. Conclusion 
In summary, we presented an alternative approach that offers higher transmission 
enhancement results than the previously studied methods. We numerically simulated the 
transmission characteristics of a subwavelength aperture incorporated with the CSRRs. The 
transmission peaks that appeared in the simulation results suggested transmission 
enhancement. We also verified the transmission enhancement phenomenon experimentally. 
Our experiments indicated a transmission improvement factor above 70,000 through a 
subwavelength aperture that had a width of λ/31 and a height of λ/12 in terms of the 
operational wavelength. We discussed the diffraction mechanisms, mechanical difficulties and 
the key parameters of our experimental setup in order to achieve high transmission 
improvement results. We have shown that even higher transmission enhancement figures are 
numerically available. We attempted to emphasize the role of the connecting bars during this 
process. We numerically showed that the connecting bars linked the otherwise isolated SRRs 
to each other and guided the incoming wave through the subwavelength hole. The highly 
localized fields around the aperture, owing to the magnetic resonance of the SRRs, efficiently 
coupled the input wave to the exit side. This approach brings in the opportunity of attaining 
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excessive transmission enhancement factors by minimizing the dependence on the aperture 
geometry. 
Electromagnetic transmission through a subwavelength hole used to be a challenging 
problem that belonged to the area of physics. However, researchers have tackled these 
difficulties by employing different kinds of coupling structures around the aperture in recent 
years. These innovations immediately found technological applications. The devices that 
relied on the extraordinary transmission effects were adopted in nanophotonics, biophysics, 
chemical sensing, nanolithography, and more. Yet, we analyzed the case with a single 
resonator that was located in the vicinity of a hole instead of the electrically large designs that 
have been made technologically available. We obtained very large transmission enhancement 
factors by making use of the CSRRs. A single resonator is easier to tune and control. We 
believe a device that is based on the CSRRs can be engineered in the optical domain. Such a 
device would enhance our resolution and signal strength, which might enable us to see how 
deep the rabbit hole goes. 
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